An autonomous computer system (such as a robot) typically needs to identify, locate, and track persons appearing in its sight. However, most solutions have their limitations regarding efficiency, practicability, or environmental constraints. In this paper, we propose an effective and practical system which combines video and inertial sensors for person identification (PID). Persons who do different activities are easy to identify. To show the robustness and potential of our system, we propose a walking person identification (WPID) method to identify persons walking at the same time. By comparing features derived from both video and inertial sensor data, we can associate sensors in smartphones with human objects in videos. Results show that the correctly identified rate of our WPID method can up to 76% in 2 seconds.
INTRODUCTION
Human navigates the world through five senses, including taste, touch, smell, hearing, and sight. We sometimes rely on one sense while sometimes on multiple senses. For computer systems, the optical sensor is perhaps the most essential sensor which captures information like human eyes. Cameras are widely used for public safety and services in hospitals, shopping malls, streets, etc. On the other hand, booming use of other sensors is seen in many IoT applications due to the advances in wireless communications and MEMS. In this work, we like to raise one fundamental question: how can we improve the perceptivity of computer systems by integrating multiple sensors? More specifically, we are interested in fusing video and inertial sensor data to achieve person identification (PID), as is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Efficient PID is the first step toward surveillance, home security, person tracking, no checkout supermarkets, and human-robot conversation. Traditional PID technologies are usually based on capturing biological features like face, voice, tooth, fingerprint, DNA, and iris [1] [2] [3] . However, these techniques require intimate information of users, cumbersome registration, training process, and user cooperation. Also, relying on optical sensors implies high environmental dependency (such as lighting, obstacle, resolution, view angle, etc.), thus not suitable for public sites. A scene captured in a construction site is shown in Fig. 1(a) , where workers must wear helmets and masks to protect themselves from falling objects and toxic gases. A top view of a courtyard is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Clearly, recognizing biological features is difficult in such scenarios. Some other recognition approaches are based on wireless signals, but require active participation by users [4, 5] . The ID-Match method proposed in [6] integrates computer vision via depth camera and UHF RFID. It is capable of recognizing individuals walking in groups while wearing RFID tags, thus enabling human-robot interaction. However, this method is handicapped by short range, and all the users need to carry extra RFID tags. In this work, we propose a practical, effective and convenient PID system by combining computer vision and inertial sensor data. Because almost everyone carries a smartphone and almost every smartphone has inertial sensors inside. The main workflow of our PID system is shown in Fig. 2 . From video data, a set O = {o 1 , o 2 , ...} of human objects and their comparable features are retrieved. Similarly, from inertial sensors, a set S = {s 1 , s 2 , ...} of inertial data and their comparable features are retrieved. Then, the similarity score of each o i and each s j is calculated. By analyzing all the similarity scores, the pairing between O and S is derived, which leads to PID result. Inertial sensors are widely used to de- rive carrier's motions, paths, and physical activities. They are standard modules for current smartphones. On the other hand, we can get motions, traces, and physical activities of people from videos. When persons do different types of activities, it is easy to pair an object with a sensor. But when people do the same activity at the same time, it is difficult to identify persons. So this work only discusses the situation that all the people under camera are walking.
The contributions of this work are as follows. First, we develop a practical, low-cost, and robust PID system. Second, our solution integrates two types of popular sensors. Third, in this work, our matching method focuses on WPID to show the robust of our PID system that combines video and inertial sensor data together.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our PID system and WPID method. Performance evaluation results are presented in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
PROPOSED WALKING PERSON IDENTIFICATION
We consider an environment in Fig. 2 with a video camera and multiple users. The data collected from both camera and smartphones is sent to a server for PID purpose. Our PID system has four software modules as shown in Fig. 3 . The video feature extraction module retrieves human objects and walking traces from a sequence of video frames. The acceleration (Acc) feature extraction module retrieves walking information from acceleration data. The similarity scoring module compares the walking features from both data sources and assigns them similarity scores. The object-ID pairing module couples human objects with smartphones based on the similarity scores.
Video Feature Extraction Module
The human object retrieval sub-module processes each frame to extract the objects that are recognized as human. It is directly realized by YOLO [7] [8] [9] . For each frame, YOLO outputs a set O of human objects represented by bounding boxes, and each bounding box is a rectangle inside where YOLO The trace-finding sub-module is to connect the human objects of adjacent video frames and form continuous traces, where a trace is a sequence of human objects that are regarded as the same person. Efficient object tracking algorithms are available in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , but we design a lightweight tracing method based on movement limitation. Generally, human's running speed is less than 15 km/h. Assuming a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps), in most cases, a person cannot move over 0.1 of his height between two frames. Based on this assumption, each trace has a search range to find its human object in the next frame. The results are some traces connecting human objects in continuous frames.
After trace-finding, the step feature extraction sub-module retrieves walking-related features from each trace. Fig. 4 shows two sequences of frames of two human objects. Suppose our camera has a downward viewing angle. Step Patterns wider. When he closes feet, his bounding box narrows down. As a result, the changes of o i .h/o i .w over time are regarded as step patterns. We use t i to denote the ratio-feature of ith trace. Fig. 5 shows the ratio-features extracted from two persons, who make 6 and 5 strides in 100 frames, respectively. We also mark the ground truth of strides in the graph. As can be seen, the ratio-feature can well present human step patterns.
Acc Feature Extraction Module
In this work, each user carries a smartphone which has installed our application (app), and they can put them in pockets or just hand them. Our software only collects acceleration from the inertial sensor. Since activity recognition from inertial sensor data has been intensively studied, we simply adopt existing solutions [15, 16] . The sensor dataâ i from the ith device is a sequence of acceleration magnitudes after removing direction. Since most energy captured by accelerometer associated with human movements is below 15 Hz [17] , we remove the high-frequency components fromâ i .â i is lowpass filtered by a 10th order Butterworth filter with a 15 Hz cut-off frequency [18] . Further, since our frame rate is 30 fps, the simple frequency ofâ i is decreased to 30 per second. After these steps, we get a i as step feature.
Similarity Scoring Module
After retrieving step features from video data and sensor data, we want to answer the following question: How similar is ratio-feature sequence t i to Acc sequence a j ? The similarity between t i and a j is denoted by Sim. In this work, we try to match the extremum positions of two sequences by ignoring their exact values. First, we conduct an extremum detection to find local maximum/minimum points with a window of length d. For example, when we set d = 10, we traverse all the points and their most adjacent 10 points. If the value of a point is bigger/smaller than all the other 10 most adjacent points, this point is recorded as a maximum/minimum point. In our experiments, we set d = 10. A maximum point is marked as 1, a minimum point is marked as −1, and the rest are marked as 0. This process transforms t i and a j into ternary sequences: t i and a j . The similarity score between t i and a j is defined as:
n is the number of extremums in t i and dif ( t i [x], a j ) is defined as: 
, a j ) traverse a j in the range x−d to x+d. y, a position in the search range, is the nearest position from x and has a j [y] = t i [x] . If such y exists in the search range, dif ( t i [x], a j ) returns |y −x|; if not, 1.5×d is returned. Dividing n by the sum of these differences gives the similarity score between t i and a j .
Object-ID Pairing Module
After similarity scoring, we get Sim. Sim is a two-dimensional array recording all the similarity scores until frame f . Let P f be the Object-ID pairing result until frame f . The pairing problem is now formulated as a different expression of linear sum assignment problem (LSAP) [19] :
sim ij is the similarity score between ith human object in O and jth sensor in S, and the assignment constraints are:
We use hungarian algorithm to solve this problem. p ij = 1 means that human object i is paired to sensor j; p ij = 0 means that human object i cannot be paired to sensor j. In our work, each frame f can have a pairing result P f , and we call the pairing result at this stage as Raw Pair stage result. However, in practice, the identification result is unstable if we base on our Raw Pair stage result. For example, we may identify one person as Sansa when one frame comes in, but we may identify this person as Jack when next frame comes in, and this person may be identified as Lucy when the frame after the next frame comes in. This problem, which is especially serious when the trace of a person is still short, makes the result rough and hard to see. For this consideration, we propose a Refined Pair stage. In Refined Pair stage, the identification result of a trace not just depends on P f , but P 1 to P f . Let RP f be the result generated in the Refined Pair stage for frame f . Let RSim be a twodimensional array, and the value of rsim ij is the number of times that object i has been paired to sensor j. The refined pairing problem can be formulated as a LSAP:
subject to:
Different from sim ij , rsim ij is the number of pairing times. sim ij is small, but rsim ij can be very large if the trace of human object i is long. The logarithmic function, shown in Eq. 4, is used to weaken the impact of the length of traces on pairing. As p ij , rp ij = 1 means that human object i is paired to sensor j; rp ij = 0 means that human object i is not paired to sensor j.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have developed a prototype system with one video camera and multiple mobile devices. The camera is Logitech webcam with the resolution of 640 × 480. To prove that our solution is not device-dependent, we have tried different models of smartphones, including Redmi Note 4X, ASUS ZenFone 3, HTC 10 Evo. The server is a personal computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GT 620 graphics card. All devices used in our system are synchronized by the same network time server. We conduct a number of experiments on our WPID method. The average speed of our tracing and WPID method on different pairing stages is around 120 fps. Apparently, our WPID method on two different stages only consumes a few server resources.
To show the robustness of our WPID method, experiments are carried out under different areas and viewing angles. A downward viewing angle and outdoor area is set up as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The horizontal viewing angle and indoor area is set up as shown in Fig. 6(b) . During our experiments, all the persons carry smartphones in their pockets or hands and wander around freely in their styles. As shown in Fig. 6 , our WPID method can work under different areas, different view angles, different ways of carrying the smartphones, and different walking styles. The following statistics are all the cases of two persons, and the result of each condition is generated from at least 2000 continuous frames.
To measure the accuracy of our WPID method, let O be the number of persons having shown in front of the camera be the number of frames that the ith person is identified by our program, and N CD i be the number of frames that the ith person is correctly identified by our program. We define our correctly identification rate R cd as:
Let T L be the length of time that a person is continuously detected by YOLO. If T L is too small, the sequences extracted is too short to be considered as a step pattern. As a result, we set a threshold T S for T L. Only when the lengths of two sequences are both larger than T S, we do our matching processes. By setting T S from 0.33 to 4 seconds, Table 1 shows the R cd on two stages. From Table 1 , the increase of T S leads to the increase of R cd in most cases. However, the increase of R cd is not obvious. Also, Refined stage achieves better performance than Raw stage, especially in visual performance.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new PID system by combining optical and inertial sensors. We design a light tracking algorithm, a WPID method, and two pairing stages. When people do different activities, it is easy to identify persons by comparing behaviors extracted from video and inertial sensor data. So the most complex part of our system is to identify persons who do the same activities at the same time. In this work, we design a WPID method to identify walking persons to show the robustness and potential of our PID system. We conduct extensive experiments and do a lot of discussions to validate the above claims. Results show that the correct identification rate of our WPID method can up to 76% in 2 seconds.
